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Synergistic algorithm for estimating vegetation canopy leaf
area index and fraction of absorbed photosynthetically active
radiation from MODIS and MISR data

Y. Knyazikhin,' J.V. Martonchik,^ R.B. Myneni,' D.J. Diner,^ and S. W. Running^

Abstract. A synergistic algorithm for producing global leaf area index and fraction of
absorbed photosynthetically active radiation fields from canopy reflectance datameasured by
MODIS (moderate resolution imaging spectroradiometer) and MISR (multiangle imaging
spectroradiometer) instruments aboard die EOS-AM 1platform is described here. The
proposed algorithm is based on a three-dimensional formulation of the radiative transfer
process in vegetation canopies. It allows the use of information provided by MODIS (single
angle and up to 7 shortwave spectral bands) and MISR (nine angles and four shortwave
spectral bands) instruments within one algorithm. By accounting features specific to the
problem of radiative transfer in plant canopies, powerful techniques developed in reactor
theory and atmospheric physics are adapted to split a complicated three-dimensional radiative
transfer problem into two independent, simpler subproblems, the solutions of which are
stored in the form of a look-up table. The theoretical background required for the design of
the synergistic algorithm is discussed.

1. Introduction
Large-scale ecosystem modeling is used to simulate a

range o f ecological responses to changes in climate and
chemical composition o f the atmosphere, including changes
in the distribution o f terrestrial plant communities across the
globe in response to climate changes. Leaf area index (LAI) is
a state parameter in all models describing the exchange of
fluxes o f energy, mass (e.g., water and CO2), and momentum
between the surface and the planetary boundary layer.
Analyses of global carbon budget indicate a large terrestrial
middle- to high-latitude sink, without which the accumulation
o f carbon in the atmosphere would be higher than the present
rate. The problem of accurately evaluating the exchange of
carbon between the atmosphere and the terrestrial vegetation
therefore requires special attention. In this context the fraction
o f photosynthetically active radiation (FPAR) absorbed by
global vegetation is a key state variable in most ecosystem
productivity models and in global models o f climate,
hydrology, biogeochemestry, and ecology [Sellers et al.,
1997]. Therefore these variables that describe vegetation
canopy structure and its energy absorption capacity are
required by many of the EOS Interdisciplinary Projects
[Myneni et a l , 1997a]. In order to quantitatively and
accurately model global dynamics o f these processes,
differentiate short-term from long-term trends, as well as to
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distinguish regional from global phenomena, these two
parameters must be collected often for a long period of time
and should represent every region of the Earth’s lands.
Satellite remote sensing serves as the most effective means
for collecting global data on a regularly basis. The launch of
EOS-AM I with MODIS (moderate resolution imaging
spectroradiometer) and MISR (multiangle imaging
spectroradiometer) instruments onboard begins a new era in
remote sensing the Earth system. In contrast to previous
single-angle and single-channel instruments, MODIS and
MISR together allow for rich spectral and angular sampling of
the radiation field reflected by vegetation canopies. This sets
new demands on the retrieval techniques for geophysical
parameters in order to take full advantages o f these
instruments. Our objective is to derive a synergistic algorithm
for the extraction of LAI and FPAR from MODIS- and MISR-
measured canopy reflectance data, with the flexibility to use
the same algorithm in MODIS-only and MISR-only as well.
Although a prototyping of the algorithm with data was also a
focus of our activity, these results are not discussed in this
article. Plate 1 demonstrates an example of the prototype of
the MODIS LAI/FPAR data product.

Solar radiation scattered from a vegetation canopy and
measured by satellite sensors results from interaction of
photons traversing through the foliage medium, bounded at
the bottom by a radiatively participating surface. Therefore to
estimate the canopy radiation regime, three important features
must be carefully formulated. They are (I) the architecture of
individual plant and the entire canopy; (2 ) optical properties
of vegetation elements (leaves, stems) and soil; the former
depends on physiological conditions (water status, pigment
concentration); and (3) atmospheric conditions which
determine the incident radiation field. Photon transport theory
aims at deriving the solar radiation regime, both within the
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P late 1. (a) Global LAI and (b) FPAR in September-October 1997 derived from SeaWiFs (sea-viewing wide
field-of-view sensor) data. This data set includes daily atmosphere-corrected surface reflectances at eight
shortwave spectral bands. Surface reflectances at red (670 nm) and near-infrared (865 nm) at 8 km resolution
were used. The algorithm was applied to daily surface reflectance data for all days from September 18 to
October 12, 1997. For each pixel, LAI and FPAR values corresponding to the maximum NDVI during this
period are shown in these pannels. The look-up table for biome 1 (grasses and cereal crops. Table 1) was used
to produce global LAI and FPAR for all biome types.
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vegetation canopy and the radiant exitance, using the above
mentioned attributes as input data. This theory underlies
numerous canopy radiation models (see, for example, reviews
by Myneni et al. [1989] and Ross et al. [1992]). Usually
retrieval techniques rely on a model, which provide
relationships between measured data and biophysical
parameters. It allows for the design o f fast retrieval
algorithms. However, such algorithms can retrieve only those
variables that are explicitly represented in the canopy
radiation models. They exclude the use o f a rather wide
family o f three-dimensional models in- which desired
variables may not be in the model parameter list directly [/?o«
and Marshak, 1984; Myneni, 1991; Borel et al., 1991; Kimes,
1991; Knyazikhin et al., 1996]. They are also based on some
assumptions which may not be fulfilled. For example,
numerous canopy radiation models presuppose that the
canopy angular reflectance measurements can be performed
about the plane o f the solar vertical which provides
information on the hot spot effect {Kuusk, 1985; Simmer and
Gerstl, 1985; Marshak, 1989; Verstraete et al., 1990; Myneni
et al., 1991]. This suggestion may be appropriate for
multiangle instruments suchas MISR or POLDER
(Polarization and Directionality o f the Earth’s Reflectance)
[Deschamps et al., 1994]. For the single-angle and
multichannel MODIS instrument, this suggestion is not
fulfilled. There is yet another problem encountered when one
incorporates a particular model in the inverse mode. A rather
wide family o f canopy radiation models designed to account
for the hot spot effect conflict with the law of energy
conservation (Appendix); that is, they are not “physically
based” models.

In designing the synergistic algorithm, we cast aside the
idea o f trying to relate a retrieval technique with a particular
canopy radiation model. Our approach incorporates the
following tenets: ( I) a retrieval algorithm can use any field-
tested canopy radiation model; that is, the retrieval algorithm
is model independent; (2 ) the more measured information is
available and the more accurate this information is, the more
reliable and accurate the algorithm output would be, i.e., con-
vergence o f the algorithm; (3) the algorithm must be as simple
as the one linked to a particular canopy radiation model; (4)
spectral and angular information are synergistically used in
the extraction o f LAI and FPAR. Because three-dimensional
models include all diversity o f one- and two-dimensional
models as special cases, property (I) o f the algorithm can be
achieved, if one formulates the inverse problem for three-di-
mensional vegetation canopies: given mean spectral, and in
the case o f MISR data, angular signatures o f canopy-leaving
radiance averaged over the three-dimensional canopy
radiation field, find LAI and FPAR. It is clear that the given
information is not enough to solve the inverse problem. For
example, the three-dimensional canopy structure can vary
considerably with LAI essentially unchanged. Therefore one
needs to limit the range o f variation o f the variables deter-
mining the three-dimensional radiative regime in plant
canopies. It can be achieved by using a vegetation cover
classification parameterized in terms of variables used by
photon transport theory [Myneni et al., 1997]. It distinguishes

six biome types, each representing a pattern o f the architec-
ture o f an individual tree (leaf normal orientation, stem-trunk-
branch area fractions, leaf and crown size) and the entire
canopy (trunk distribution, topography), as well as pattems of
spectral reflectance and transmittance o f vegetation elements.
The soil and/or understory type are also characteristics o f the
biome, which can vary continuously within given biome-de-
pendent ranges. The distribution o f leaves is described by the
leaf area density distribution function which also depends on
some continuous parameters. A detailed description of biome
types is presented in section 2 .

The canopy structure is the most important variable
determining the three-dimensional radiation field in
vegetation canopies. Therefore section 3 starts with a precise
mathematical definition o f this variable and how various
canopy radiation models treat this variable. This allows us to
specify some common properties o f the present canopy
radiation models. The basic physical principle underlying the
proposed LAI/FPAR retrieval algorithm is the law o f energy
conservation. However, a rather wide family o f canopy
radiation models (described in the Appendix) conflict with
this law. Therefore the three-dimensional transport equation
which includes a nonphysical internal source is taken as the
starting point for the derivation o f the algorithm. In section 4,
a technique developed in atmospheric optics is utilized to
parameterize the radiative field in terms o f reflectance
properties o f the canopy and ground, as well as to split the
radiative transfer problem into two independent subproblems,
each o f which is expressed in terms o f three basic components
o f the energy conservation law: canopy transmittance,
reflectance, and absorptance. These components are elements
o f the look-up table (LUT), and the algorithm interacts only
with the elements o f the LUT. This provides the required
independence o f the retrieval algorithm to a particular canopy
radiation model. The next important step in achieving
property (3) is to specify the dependence o f canopy
transmittance, reflectance, and absorptance on wavelength. It
is precisely derived in section 5; this dependence is described
by a simple function which depends on the unique positive
eigenvalue o f the transport equation. The eigenvalue relates
optical properties o f individual leaves to canopy structure.
This result not only allows a significant reduction in the size
o f the LUT but also relates canopy spectral reflectance with
spectral properties o f individual leaves, which is a rather
stable characteristic o f green leaves.

In spite o f the essential reduction o f possible canopy
representatives by introducing a vegetation cover
classification, the inverse problem still allows for multiple
solutions. A technique allowing the reduction o f nonphysical
solutions is described in section 6 . A definition o f the LUT is
given in this section as well. A method to estimate the most
probable LAI and FPAR, accounting for specific features o f
the MODIS and MISR instruments, and providing
convergence o f the algorithm is discussed in sections 7 and 8 .
The maximum positive eigenvalue and the unique positive
eigenvector corresponding to this eigenvalue, detailed in
section 5, express the law o f energy conservation in a
compact form. The results o f this section allow us to relate the
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Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) to this
fundamental physical principle. Relationships between FPAR
and NDVI are also used in our algorithm as a backup to the
LUT approach, and so we discuss these in section 9.

2. Canopy Structural Types of Global
Vegetation

Solar radiation scattered from a vegetation canopy and
measured by satellite sensors results from interaction o f
photons traversing through the foliage medium, bounded at
the bottom by a radiatively participating surface. Therefore to
estimate the canopy radiation regime, three important features
must be carefully formulated [^ 0 5 5 , I98I]. They are (I) the
architecture o f individual plants or trees and the entire
canopy; (2) optical properties o f vegetation elements (leaves,
stems) and ground; the former depends on physiological
conditions (water status, pigment concentration); and (3)
atmospheric conditions which determine the incident
radiation field. Photon transport theory aims at deriving the
solar radiation regime, both within the vegetation canopy and
radiant exitance, using the above mentioned attributes as
input data. This underlies a land cover classification [Myneni
et a l , 1997] which is compatible with the basic physical
principle o f transport theory, the law of energy conservation.
Global land covers can be classified into six types (biomes),
depending on their canopy structure (Table I). The structural
attributes o f these land covers can be parameterized in terms
o f variables that transport theory admits as follows.

The heterogeneity o f the plant canopy can be described by
the three-dimensional leaf area distribution function i/l. Its
values at spatial points depend on trunk distribution,
topography, stem-trunk-branch area fraction, foliage
dispersion, leaf and crown size, and leaf clumping [Myneni
and Asrar, 1991; Oker-Blom et al., 1991]. The three-
dimensional distribution o f leaves determines various models
to account for shadowing effects [Kunsk, 1985; Li and
Strahler, 1985; Verstraete et al., 1990].

The leaf area index LAI is defined as

LAI = -
1

where V is the domain in which a plant canopy is located; Ys,
Yg are horizontal dimensions o f V. If the vegetation canopy
consists o f //(. individual trees, LAI can be expressed as

LAI = ^ p , t — ju j^ ( r )d r = ' ^ p ^ ■LA1^ ,

where S/̂ is the foliage envelope projection (e.g., crown) of
the Ath plant or tree onto the ground; Pk=SiJ{Xs Ys) and LAI* is
the leaf area index of an individual plant or tree. Thus LAI is

where g - h , is
*=i

LAI = gLA Io ,

the ground cover and

LAIn
=7 ^* *=l

Pk ■LAI*

is the mean LAI o f a single plant or tree. The spatial
distribution o f plants or trees in the stand is a characteristic of
the biome type and is assumed known. For each biome type,
the leaf area densitjrdistribution function is parameterized in
terms o f ground cover and mean leaf area index o f an
individual plant or tree, each varying within given biome
specific intervals [g„i„, g„.ax] and respectively.
Thus the vegetation canopy is represented as a domain V
consisting o f identical plants or trees in order to numerically
evaluate the transport equation.

To parameterize the contribution o f the surface
underneath the canopy (soil and/or understory) to the canopy
radiation regime, an effective ground reflectance is
introduced, namely.

J J (£2', (rb ,

( ) l ) = ^^-^^-^ . (2 )
;r ^q {0 ;)\p% (,r^ ,Q ;)dQ :
2 k -

(1)

Here L* is radiance at a point rb o f the canopy bottom; R\, x is
the bidirectional reflectance factor o f the canopy bottom. The
function is a wavelength-independent configurable function

Table 1. Canopy Structural Attributes o f Global Land Covers From the Viewpoint o f Radiative Transfer Modeling
Grasses and

Cereal Crops Shmbs Broadleaf
Crops

Savannas Broadleaf Forests Needle Forests

Horizontal heterogeneity no yes variable yes yes yes

Ground cover

Vertical heterogeneity

100% 20-60% 10-100% 20-40% > 70% > 70%

(lea f optics and LAD) no no no yes yes yes
Stems/trunks no no green stems yes yes yes

Understory no no no grasses yes yes

Foliage dispersion minimal
clumping

random regular minimal
clumping

clumped severe
clumping

Crown shadowing

Brightness o f canopy

no not mutual no no yes mutual yes mutual

ground medium bright dark medium dark dark
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used to better account for specific features o f various biomes,
and it satisfies the following condition:

In-
(3)

Note that the effective ground reflectance depends on the
radiation regime in the vegetation canopy. It follows from the
definition that the variation o f satisfies the following
inequality:

mm
ns2;r-

2k-¥
nqiO .') - Po.eff (^b ’

Bands

Center o f Spectral

Band, nm Instrument

1 648 MODIS

2 858 MODIS

3 470 MODIS

4 555 MODIS

5 1240 MODIS

6 1640 MODIS

7 2130 MODIS

1 446 MISR

2 558 MISR

3 672 MISR

4 866 MISR

5 ,(/-b ,Q ) = 2n~____________________ _______ ___

Pq.eff- (^ ) K J ?(nO|p'|Z,A (''b. ■, (5)

2n-

< max ^ ;---------- ;(4 )
n'^2^- Kq(.n')

that is, the range o f variations depends on the integrated
bidirectional factor o f the ground surface only. The
bidirectional reflectance factor o f the ground surface Rt.A and
the effective ground reflectance are assumed to be
horizontally homogeneous; that is, they do not depend on the
spatial point The pattern o f the effective ground
reflectances (pi, p 2, ..., Pn), p,=p^,eff(A,), at the MODIS and
MISR spectral bands (Table 2), is taken as a parameter
characterizing hemispherically integrated reflectance o f the
canopy ground (soil and/or understory) and can vary
continuously within the interval defined by equation (4). The
lower and upper bounds o f equation (4) depend on biome
type. The set o f various pattems o f effective ground
reflectances is a static table o f the algorithm, i.e., element of
the look-up table. The present version o f the look-up table
contains 25 pattems o f effective ground reflectances
evaluated from the soil reflectance model o f Jacquemoud et
al. [1992], using model inputs presented by Baret et al.
[1993]. Figure I demonstrates spectral ground reflectances
p,, eff for biome I (grasses and cereal crops).

To account for the anisotropy o f the ground surface, an
effective ground anisotropy 5 , is used.

Table 2. MODIS and MISR Spectral Bands

rb6(5Kb, Q » n b < 0 ,

where nb is the outward normal at point The effective
ground anisotropy Sg depends on the canopy structure as well
as the incoming radiation field. We note the following
property:

j5 ,( rb ,0 ) |p |^ ?Q = I ,

2k*

that is, the integral depends neither on spatial nor on spectral
variables. For each biome type, the effective ground
anisotropy is assumed wavelength independent. The six cover
types presented in Table 1 can now be expressed in terms of
the above introduced variables.

2.1. Biome 1, Grasses and Cereal Crops

Canopies exhibit vertical and lateral homogeneity,
vegetation ground cover o f about I.O (grain= r̂aax=U> plant
height generally about a meter or less, erect leaf inclination,
no woody material, minimal leaf clumping, and soils of
intermediate brightness. The one-dimensional radiative
transfer model is invoked in this situation. Leaf clumping is
implemented by modifying the projection areas with a
clumping factor generally less than I. The soil reflection is
assumed Lambertian; that is, /?b.A=f?iam.A- We also set q=\. The
effective soil reflection and anisotropy then have the
simplified form

lam,A) 5,(rb,f2)=I/;r. (6)

2.2. Biome 2, Shrubs

Canopies exhibit lateral heterogeneity, low (gmin'^0-2) to
intermediate (gmin=0 -6 ) vegetation ground cover, small leaves,
woody material, and bright backgrounds. The full three-
dimensional (3-D) model is invoked. Hot spot, i.e., enhanced
brightness about the retrosolar direction due to absence of
shadows [Privette et al., 1994], is modeled by shadows cast
on the ground (no mutual shadowing because ground cover is
low). This land cover is typical o f semiarid regions with
extreme hot (brush) or cold (tundra/taiga) temperature
regimes and poor soils. For this biome we represent the
bidirectional soil reflectance factor /?b.Aas

(7)

where Qn is the direction o f the direct solar radiance. We set

(8)

The effective soil reflection and soil anisotropy then have the
form

P < /,e ffW - Pl,A P 2, a ( ^ o ) >
7?2,a(^»^o)

^ p I a ( ^ o ) ’

(9)
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F igure 1. Spectral effective ground reflectance for 25 different soils. It includes three soil types described as
mixtures o f clay, sand, and peat. Each soil type is characterized by three moisture levels (wet, median, dry)
and from two to three soil roughnesses (rough, median, smooth, or rough and smooth). These effective
ground reflectances were evaluated from the soil reflectance model o f Jacquemoud et al. [1992] using model
inputs presented by Baret et al. [1993].

where

I k -

2 k *

The functions q and 5 , are assumed wavelength independent
and serve as parameter o f this biome. This biome is
characterized by intermediate vegetation ground cover. The
use o f the above model for the bidirectional soil reflectance
factor means that only the incoming direct beam of solar
radiation which reaches the soil can influence the anisotropy
o f the radiation field in the plant canopy.

2.3. Biome 3, Broadleaf Crops

Canopies exhibit lateral heterogeneity, large variations in
vegetation ground cover from crop planting to maturity
(gmin=O.I, g„,ax=1 .0 ), regular leaf spatial dispersion,
photosynthetically active, i.e., green, stems, and dark soil
backgrounds. The regular dispersion o f leaves (i.e., the
positive binomial model) leads to a clumping factor that is
generally greater than unity. The green stems are modeled as
erect reflecting protrusions with zero transmittance. The

three-dimensional radiative transfer model is invoked in this
situation. The soil reflection is assumed Lambertian, i.e.,
/?b.A=/?iam.A.- Thc function q=\. The effective soil reflection and
anisotropy are expressed by equation (6 ).

2.4. Biome 4, Savanna

Canopies with two distinct vertical layers, understory of
grass, low ground cover o f overstory trees (gmin=0 .2 ,
^max=0-4), canopy optics, and structure are therefore vertically
heterogeneous. The full 3-D method is required. The interac-
tion coefficients have a strong vertical dependency. Savannas
in the tropical and subtropical regions are characterized as
mixtures o f warm grasses and broadleaf trees. In the cooler
regimes o f the higher latitudes, they are described as mixtures
o f cool grass and needle trees. The effective soil reflection
and soil anisotropy then are simulated by equation (9).

2.5. Biome 5: Broadleaf Forests

Vertical and lateral heterogeneity, high ground cover
(gmin=0 -8 , gmax-l-0 )> green understory, mutual shadowing of
crowns, foliage clumping, trunks, and branches are included,
so the canopy structure and optical properties differ spatially.
Mutual shadowing o f crowns is handled by modifying the hot
spot formulation. Therefore stand density and crown size
define this gap parameter. The branches are randomly
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oriented, but tree trunks are modeled as erect structures. Both
trunk and branch reflectance are specified from
measurements. For this biome the three-dimensional transport
equation is utilized to evaluate the effective soil reflection and
anisotropy as a function o f LAI and Sun position. These are
intermediate calculations and are used to precompute
parameters stored in the LUT.

2.6. Biome 6: Needle Forests

These are canopies with needles, needle clumping on
shoots, severe shoot clumping in whorls, dark vertical trunks,
sparse green understory, and crown mutual shadowing. This is
the most complex case, invoking the full 3-D method with all
its options. A typical shoot is modeled to handle needle
clumping on the shoots. The shoots are then assumed to be
clumped in the crown space. Mutual shadowing by crowns is
handled by modifying the hot spot formulation. The branches
are randomly oriented but the dark tree trunks are modeled as
erect structures. Both trunk and branch reflectance are
specified from measurements. The effective soil reflection
and anisotropy are evaluated the same way as for biome 5.

3. Radiative Transfer Problem for Vegetation
Media

The domain V in which a vegetation canopy is located, is
a parallelepiped o f horizontal dimensions Yg, Ks) and biome-
dependent height Zs- The top 5V„ bottom 5Ki,, and lateral SV[
surfaces o f the parallelepiped form the canopy boundary
5K=5F,+5Kb+5F|. The structure o f the vegetation canopy is
defined by an indicator function %(r) whose value is I, if there
is a phytoelement at the spatial point r, and zero otherwise.
Here the position vector r denotes the Cartesian triplet (x,y,z)
with (0 < x < Y s ) , (0<y<Ys)) and (0<z<Zs), with its origin
0 = ( 0 ,0 ,0 ) at the top o f the canopy. The indicator function is
treated as a random variable. Its distribution function, in the
general case, depends on both macroscale (e.g., random
dimension o f the trees and their spatial distribution) and
microscale (e.g., structural organization o f an individual tree)
properties o f the vegetation canopy and includes all three of
its components, absolutely continuous, discrete, and singular
[Knyazikhin et al., 1998]. In order to approximate this
function, a fine spatial mesh is introduced by dividing the
domain V into nonoverlapping fine cells, e,-, /=1,2..........N^,
o f size Ax=4v=Az. Each realization ^ r ) of the canopy
structure is replaced by its mean over the fine cell e,- as

r e e , (10)

approximation depends on size e o f the fine cell e,. To our
knowledge, all existing canopy radiation models are based on
the approximation o f ( 1 0 ) by a piece-wise continuous
function, e.g., describing both the spatial distribution of
various geometrical objects like cones, ellipsoids, etc., and the
variation o f leaf area within a geometrical figure [/?os5 and
Nilson, 1968; Nilson, 1977; Ross 19S\; Norman and Wells,
1983; Li et a l , 1995]. Therefore we proceed with the
suggestion that « l is the random value whose distribution
function is described by a piece-wise continuous function. For
each realization, the radiation field in such a medium can be
expressed as

Q • [r, Q) + G[r, Q )i/l (O^a

= f r ; i ( r ,a '^ Q )Z , ; i ( r ,Q V i2 '-
K J

(11)

Here 0»V is the derivative at r along the direction Q; is the
monochromatic radiance at point r and in the direction Q,

G ( r ,Q i = ^ Jg L (r ,aL ) |Q .Q L |r fQ L .
2k*

is the mean projection o f leaf normals at r onto a plane
perpendicular to the direction Q; g i is the probability density
o f leaf normal distribution over the upper hemisphere 27t'̂ ;

2 k *

is the area-scattering phase function [/?oss, 1981], and is
the leaf-scattering phase function. Unit vectors are expressed
in spherical coordinates with respect to (-Z) axis. It follows
from the above definitions that the solution of the transport
equation is also a random variable. For each biome type, the
angular distribution o f radiance leaving the top surface o f the
vegetation canopy is defined to be the mean value, <Z,A>bio. of
Lx over different realizations of the given biome type. The
following definitions o f biome-specific reflectances are used
in this paper.

The hemispherical-directional reflectance factor (HDRF)
for nonisotropic incident radiation is the ratio o f the mean
radiance leaving the top o f the plant canopy, <L,i(r„Q)>5 io,
Q»n,>0, to radiance reflected from an ideal Lambertian target
into the same beam geometry and illuminated under identical
atmospheric conditions [Diner et al., 1998a]; that is.

Here m is a measure suitable to perform the integration of
equation (10). The function ml is the leaf area density
distribution function. In the general case, (10) is the Lebesgue
integral and it may not coincide with an integral in the “true
sense.” This integration technique provides the convergence
process when e—̂0 [Knyazikhin et a l , 1998], and
so equation ( 1 0 ) can be taken as an approximation o f the
structure , o f the vegetation canopy. The accuracy o f this

^ ^A (^t > ^bio , Q » n , > 0 .

2n-

Here n, is the outward normal at points r,e 5K,; < >bio denotes
the averaging over the ensemble o f biome realizations; and QQ
is the direction o f the monodirectional solar radiation incident
on the top o f the canopy boundary.
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The bihemispherical reflectance (BHR) for nonisotropic
incident radiation is the ratio o f the mean radiant exitance to
the incident radiant [Diner et al., 1998a], i.e..

In-

in order to quantify a proportion between direct and diffuse
component o f incoming radiation, the ratio ydir(^^o) direct
radiant incident on the top o f the plant canopy to the total
incident irradiance is used. Ify^j=I, HDRF and BHR become
the bidirectional reflectance factor (BRF), and the directional
hemispherical reflectance (DHR). Here r;i(fll,fllo) and
^{’“"(£2 o) denote, depending on the situation l
HDRF and BHR or BRF and DHR.

In spite o f the diversity o f canopy reflectance models, they
can be classified with respect to how the averaging over the
ensemble o f CEinopy realizations is performed. In terms of
equation ( I I ) , this is equivalent to how the averaging of
Uiir)L}{jr,^) is performed. In the turbid medium models, the
vegetation canopy is treated as a gas with nondimensional
planar scattering centers [./?oss, 1981]. Such models
presuppose that

(«L(/')LA (r,n))^.^=(«L(/'))bi„(L^(/',i2))bio • (12)

As a result, equation (10) is reduced to the classical transport
equation [^oss, 1981] whose solution is the mean radiance
<Z,;i(A-,Q)>bio- This technique allows the design o f conservative
radiation transfer models, i.e., models in which the law of
energy conservation holds true for any elementary volume.
Such an approach cannot account for the hot spot phenomena
because it ignores shadowing effects. This motivated the
development o f a family o f radiative transfer models based on
the following fact; the two events that a point inside a leaf
canopy can be viewed from two points and ri are not
independent [Kuusk, 1985]. The mean o f Ui{r)Lx(r,D) is
presented as

where p is the bidirectional gap probability [Kuusk, 1985; Li
and Strahler, 1985; Verstraete et al., 1990; Oker-Blom et al.,
1991]. Such models account accurately for once scattered
radiance, taking Gp<Ui> as the extinction coefficient. For
evaluation o f the multiply scattered radiance, assumption ( 1 2 )
is usually used [Marshak, 1989; Myneni et al., 1995b]. These
types o f canopy-radiation models can well simulate BRFs.
However, they are not conservative (Appendix 1). The
problem o f obtaining a correct closed equation for the mean
monochromatic radiance was formulated and solved by
Vainikko [1973], where the equations for the mean radiance
were derived through spatial averaging o f the stochastic
transport equation (11) in a model o f broken clouds. This
approach was studied in detail by Titov [1990]. Anisimov and
Menzulin [1981] utilized similar ideas to describe the
radiation regime in plant canopies. The stochastic models

incorporate the best features o f the above mentioned
approaches. The aim of this paper is to derive some general
properties o f radiation transfer which do not depend on a
particular model and which can be taken as the basis of our
LAI/FPAR retrieval algorithm. Equation ( I I ) express the law
o f energy conservation in the most general form. Therefore
our aim can be achieved, if this equation is taken as a starting
point for deriving the desired properties. In order to include
canopy reflectance models with hot spot effect into
consideration, a transport equation o f the form

Q • y i x (r, £2) + G(r, £2)«l ( '')^a (''*

= f (r, £2' £2)La (r, n ')dO .' + (r, £2) (13)
n J

4n

will also be considered in this paper. Here Fx is a function
which accounts for the hot spot effect (Appendix).

Equation (13) alone does not provide a full description of
random realizations o f the radiative field. It is necessary to
specify the incident radiance at the canopy boundary 5V i.e.,
specification o f the boundary conditions. Because the canopy
is adjacent to the ataiosphere, and neighboring canopies, and
the soil or understory, all which have different reflection
properties, the following boundary conditions will be used to
describe the incoming radiation [Ross et al., 1992]:

L , ( r„ £2) =( r , , £2, £2Q) + (r, )5(£2 - £2Q) , (14)

r, e SV f, £2 • n , < 0 ,

Lx (n . i i ) = ^ j î,A (n . ^ ' P ' • n 1

+ L fx ( r ,, £2, £2o ) + O lx (n ~ X (15)

ri G 5F,, £2*n, < 0 ,

= - f/?b,;i(£2',£2)L;i(rb,£20|£2'.nb|^£2', (16)
n J
£J'«nh>0

rb e 5 F b , £ 2 * n b < 0 .

where /.‘“’’d.A and are the diffuse and monodirectional
components o f solar radiation incident on the top surface of
the canopy boundary SV,; £2q~(/Uo,^) is the direction of the
monodirectional solar component; S is the Dirac delta func-
tion; L'^‘j„x is the intensity o f the monodirectional solar radia-
tion arriving at a point r\S 8V\ along £2q without experiencing
an interaction with the neighboring canopies; is the dif-
fuse radiation penetrating through the lateral surface SV]-, R̂ x
and /?b.A(lit sr"') are the bidirectional reflectance factors o f the
lateral and the bottom surfaces, respectively; and n„ ni, and nb
are the outward normals at points /•,€ r\€ 5Fi and b̂G5Kb,
respectively. A solution o f the boundary value problem, ex-
pressed by equations (13)-(16), describes a random realization
o f the radiation field in a vegetation canopy.
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4. Mathematical Basis of the Algorithm

The aim o f this section is to parameterize the contribution
o f soil/understory reflectances to the exitant radiation field.
We closely follow ideas used in atmospheric physics
[Kondratyev, 1969; Liou, 1980]. It follows from the linearity
o f equation (13) that its solution can be represented as the
sum

Lx{r,0) = . (17)

Here Lbs.̂ is the solution o f the “black-soil problem” which
satisfies equation (13) with boundary conditions expressed by
equations (14), (15), and

^bs.A(''b,fi) = 0, ri,6 5Kb, Q»nb < 0 .

The function LresU satisfies equation (13) with Fy=Q and
boundary conditions expressed as

f'rest.A(n.ii) = 0 , r,6 5K,, Q»n, < 0 ,

-'rest,AvM

= - (18)
K , J

ri 6 5Ki , Q • n 1 < 0 ,

r̂est.A

= - (19)
7T ^^

*ni,>0

Ab6 5Kb, n » n b < 0 .

Note that depends on the solution o f the “complete
transport problem.” The boundary condition (19) can be
rewritten as

(20)

where L ^x ir ,^ ) satisfies equation (13) with Fy=0, boundary
condition expressed by equation (18), and

Lq.x(r^,0-) = 0, r,6 5K„ Q*n, < 0 , (23)

V(r-b,£2) = 5,(rb,Q), rb6 5Kb, Q .n b < 0 . (24)

Thus Lgxir,^) describes the radiation regime in a plant
canopy generated by anisotropic and heterogeneous sources
S(rb,Q) located at the canopy bottom. We term the problem of
finding LgJ j,Q ) an “5 problem.” Substituting (22) in (21), we
get

where

where and Sg are defined by (2) and (5), respectively,
and

\q (p .')L x{r^ ,0 :)\^ .'\dQ ;. (21)
2 k -

The function q is defined by (3). The coefficient Pg^fr is
assumed to be independent o f the point b̂- It is taken as the
parameter describing the reflectance o f the surface underneath
the canopy and can vary continuously within a biome-
dependent interval (section 2). The biome-dependent function
Sg is assumed to be wavelength independent and known
(section 2). We replace Tgx in (20) by its mean value over the
ground surface. This implies that the variable Tgx is
independent on the space point rb (this is automatically
fulfilled if a one-dimensional radiative transfer model is used
to evaluate the radiative field in plant canopies). Taking into
account equation (20), we then can rewrite the solution o f the
transport problem, equation (17), as

Lx(r,n.) = Lbs,x(r,n) + PgM)Tg,xLg,x(.r,a) , (22)

^9 ,A(fi)) - T'bs.X ('*)■'■ P q . e f f W ^ q . X ^ q ,X (''b ) > (^5)

K s . x ( a ) = J ( a .n')\p]dn' ,
2it-

^ q . x W = J ? ( n ' ) ^ ( A - b . i ^ > V i^ ' -
271-

We then average equation (25) over the ground surface. This
allows us to expre_s_s, Tg x via 7̂ bs,A. r̂ .A. and P g ^ f . Substituting
the averaged T g x into equation (22), we get

L x ir ,n )

» Lbs,A(r, Q) + , T l , Lg,x ir, n ) . (26)
1 P q . e f f (4)l'g,A

Here and Vg^x are averages over the canopy bottom. Note
that we can replace the approximate equality in equation (26)
by an exact equality if a one-dimensional canopy radiation
model is used to evaluate the radiative regime. It follows from
equation (26) that the BHR, A[l°“ , HDRF, rx, and the fraction
o f radiation absorbed by the vegetation, a j“" , at wavelength A
can be expressed as

» < 5 ‘. ( n o ) + t , , , t ^ : 7 (Q o ) . (27)
1 Pq.tff

a(^2,£2o)

» t̂s,A O o ) + t, ,a (^2) r - -— (£2o), (28)
1 Pq.eff (̂ )*"̂ ,A

ah“"(£2o)

» aS n (£ 2 o ) + a , , , (29)
1 Pq.eff (A)r ,̂A

where r'''"'bs,A> a'’'™bs,A> and r̂ „̂ x are the BHR, HDRF, and the
fraction o f radiation absorbed by the vegetation, respectively,
when the canopy ground reflectance is zero. Here

. hem,̂
b̂s,A (i2o) = -

r p q
b̂s,A

2 k -
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is the weighted canopy transmittance,

2k+

is the transmittance resulting from the anisotropic source Sg
located at the canopy bottom, and

is the radiance generated by Sg which leaves the top o f the
plant canopy, and &gĵ is the radiance generated by Sg and
absorbed by the vegetation. The radiation reflected,
transmitted, and absorbed by the vegetation must be related
via the energy conservation law.

-hem■ b s ,A + ^ ,,A ( i^ o )C /+ a £ “ ] = l , (30)

*g,A(i^0) = -
them.gs,A (i^o)

(31)

Note that all the variables in equations (27) and (28) are mean
values averaged over the top surface o f the canopy.

It follows from equation (27) that

A (h ''"(no)-rh3 ',5 '(no)

— n v — b u (“ o)- (32)

Thus the contribution o f the ground to the canopy-leaving
radiance is proportional to the square o f canopy transmittance
and that the factor o f proportionality depends on If the
right-hand side is sufficiently small, we can neglect this
contribution by assigning a value o f zero to the effective soil
reflectance.

Thus we have parameterized the solution o f the transport
problem in terms o f pg,.n and solutions o f the “black-soil
problem” and “S problem.” The solution o f the “black-soil
problem” depends on Sun-view geometry, canopy architec-
ture, and spectral properties o f the leaves. The "S problem"
depends on spectral properties o f the leaves and canopy
structure only. At this stage, these properties allow a signifi-
cant reduction in the size o f the LUT because there is no need
to store the dependence o f the exiting radiation field on
ground reflection properties. Since the solution o f the “black-
soil problem” and “S problem” determine the size o f the LUT,
we focus on the solution o f these problems, using equation
(26) as the basis o f the algorithm. The next step is to specify
the wavelength dependence o f the basic algorithm equation.

5. Spectral Variation of Canopy Absorptance,
Transmittance, and Reflectance for
Conservative Models

Let us consider equation (11) with boundary conditions
expressed by equations (14)-(16). This boundary value
problem can be reduced to the solution o f the “black-soil

problem” and “S problem.” In the LAI/FPAR retrieval
algorithm the boundary conditions (15) for the lateral surface
o f domain V are replaced by vacuum condition, i.e.,
Lx(r^,Q.)=0 if r\&5V\ and Q»ni<0 [Diner et a l , 1998b;
Knyazikhin et al., this issue]. The boundary condition o f the
“S problem” expressed by equations (18), (23), and (24) are
wavelength independent in this case. The incoming radiation
(14) can be parameterized in terms o f two scalar values:
and total flux Fqx o f incoming radiation. It allows
representing the “black-soil problem” as a sum of two
radiation fields. The first is generated by the monodirectional
component o f solar radiation incident on the top surface of
the canopy boundary and, the second, by the diffuse
component. Dividing the transport equations and boundary
conditions which define these problems hy f^^xKo.x and (1-
f&^,))Fqx, one can reduce them to transport problems with
wavelength-independent boundary conditions. Thus the
spectral variation o f the radiative field in vegetation canopies
can be described, when the spectral variation of the solution
o f the transport equation with wavelength-independent
boundary conditions is known. Therefore we consider the
following boundary^value problem for the transport equation

Q .»S /(px{r ,^ ) + a (r, n)(px (r, Q)

=-J (T ,, ; i ( r ,Q '^ f2 ) (P ; i ( r ,n V i2 ', (33)
4k

cpx(r ,n ) = B { r ,n ) , r s S V , n,. » f2 < 0 . (34)

Here B is a wavelength-independent function defined on the
canopy boundary 5V, and n^ is the outward normal at the point
rs5V . Differentiating equations (33) and (34) with respect to
wavelength A, we get

n * V u x i r ,n )+ a ( r ,n ) u x ( r ,Q .)

= - ^ j o ,_ x ( r , n '^ D : ) ( P x ( r ,a ' ) d n ' , (35)
4k

ux(r,Q .) = 0 , r e S V , n , .» Q < 0 , (36)

where

dq>{r,€l)
d X

The following results from eigenvector theory are required to
derive a relationship between spectral leaf albedo and canopy
absorptance, transmittance, and reflectance.

An eigenvalue o f the transport equation is a number y
such that there exists a function cpwhich satisfies

y [n • V (p[r,Q) -I-cr(r, Q)(p[r, f2)]

= j G^ x (r, n ' ) d n ' , (37)
Atc

with boundary conditions

(pir,a)=0 , KB 5V= 5V,+5Vb+SVi, n,.f2 < 0 .

The function (p(r,^) is termed an eigenvector corresponding
to the given eigenvalue y.
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The set o f eigenvalues ^ 0 ,1 ,2 , ... and eigenvectors
(pilr,Q.), k ^0 ,l,2 , ... o f the transport equation is a discrete set
[Vladimirov, 1963]. The eigenvectors are mutually
orthogonal; that is,

J ^a (r ,€ l)(p i,{ r ,C i)(p i{r ,^ )d ^d r = 5 ^ i (38)
V in

where 5̂ ,1 is the Kroneker symbol. The transport equation has
a unique positive eigenvalue which corresponds to a unique
positive (normalized in the sense o f equation (38))
eigenvector [Germogenova, 1986]. This eigenvalue is greater
than the absolute magnitudes o f the remaining eigenvalues.
This means that only one eigenvector, say (p̂ , takes on
positive values for any re V and i l . This positive couplet o f
eigenvector and eigenvalue plays an important role in
transport theory, for instance, in neutron transport theory.
This positive eigenvalue alone determines if the fissile
assembly will function as a reactor, or as an explosive, or will
melt. Its value successfully relates the reactor geometry to the
absorption capacity o f the active zone. Because the reactor is
controlled by changing the absorption capacity o f the active
zone (by inserting or removing absorbents), this value is
critical to its functioning. The similarity to the problem at
hand is that we need to relate canopy architecture (“similar”
to reactor geometry) with leaf optical properties (“similar” to
the absorption capacity o f the active zone). The expansion of
the solution o f the transport equation in eigenvectors has
mainly a theoretical value because the problem o f finding
these vectors is much more complicated than finding the
solution o f the transport equation. However, this approach
can be useful if we want to estimate some integrals o f the
solution. Therefore we apply this technique to derive a
relationship between spectral leaf albedo and canopy
absorptance, transmittance, and reflectance.

Equation (35) with boundary conditions (36) is a linear
homogeneous differential equation with respect to A in a
functional space [Krein, 1972]. Its solution q) can be
expanded in eigenvectors,

oo

<Px('■. = 0̂ (̂ >^ +X
i= l

where coefficients do not depend on spatial or angular
variables. Here we separate the positive eigenvector ^ into
the first summand. As described above, only this summand,
<2o<Pb>takes on positive values for any re V and Q. Substituting
(39) into equation (35), we get

• (A , r , £2 ) -I- a ( r , i l ) u ^ (A , r , £2 )]

k=0

k=0 4^

where u/rd(ajt(pi)ldX. Substituting (37) into (40), further
results in

oo

^ [ £ 2 * V + c r ( r , £ 2 ) ]

k=0

[1 - Y k (A )} ^* (A , r , i l ) - a „ (X ) (p , (A , r , £2) = 0 •

Here ŷ ^A) is the eigenvalue corresponding to the eigenvector
q>î . It follows from this equation, as well as from the
orthogonality o f eigenvectors, that

dYkW
d [ a , (X ) c p , (X , r ,^ = [a, (A)<p* (A, r, £2)].

dX 1- (A)

Solving this ordinary differential equation results in

a , {X)<p, (A, r , £2) = ^ [a, (Aq (Ao, £2)] . ( 4 1 )
i- y * (A )

Thus if we know the Ath summand of the expansion in
equation (39) at a wavelength Ao, we can easily find this
summand for any other wavelength.

We introduce e, the monochromatic radiation at
wavelength A intercepted by the vegetation canopy,

e(A) = j dr j dQ<y{r, ^)(px (r, £2), (42)
V in

and eo as

eo (A) = J J CT(r,Ql)(P^ (r, £2) •(po(A, r , i l ) d r d i l . (43)
K in

Given e, we can evaluate the fraction a o f radiation
absorbed by the vegetation at the wavelength A as

a(A) = [l-ta(A)]e(A), (44)

where

£B(A) =

J f ; i( r ,£ 2 '^ £ 2 ) if£ 2
471

C 7 (r ,£ 2 ')
(45)

is the leaf albedo. Below an estimation o f eo will be
performed. This value is close to e. We skip a precise
mathematical proof o f this fact here. An intuitive explanation
is as follows; Putting (39) in (42) and integrating the series
results in only the positive term containing ao<f̂ . As a result,
e(A)/e(Ao)=eo(A)/eo(Ao). Let us derive the dependence o f e on
wavelength. Substituting equation (39) into equation (43) and
taking into account equation (41) as well as the orthogonality
o f eigenvectors, equation (38), we obtain

^o(A )= r ~ ° ^ y eo(Ao),
i - y o ( A )

where % is the positive eigenvalue corresponding to the
positive eigenvector (p̂ . Taking into account equation (44),
we can also derive the following estimation for a;

(A) ^ ^ yo(Aol . 1 ^ ( ^ a(Ao).
l - y o (A ) 1-£ b(ao)

(46)
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Thus given canopy absorptance at wavelength Xo, we can
evaluate this variable at any other wavelength. Figure 2 shows
spectral variation o f the fraction o f energy absorbed by .the
vegetation canopy a for uniform and planophile leaves. Equa-
tion (46) can also be used to specify the accuracy o f a canopy
radiation model to simulate the radiative field in the canopy.
On can see (Figure 2, right) that our radiation model is errone-
ous in the case o f planophile leaves when LAI>5 and the leaf
albedo £0>0.5. At a given wavelength, a is a function o f can-
opy structure and Sun position in the case o f “black-soil prob-
lem,” and a function o f canopy structure only in the case of
the “S problem.” We store a at a fixed wavelength ^ in the
LUT.

A somewhat more complicated technique is realized to
derive an approximation for canopy transmittance.

A,
£B(A)

i~ y o (A o )^

l - T o W ’’ £B(A)
(47)

where roj, is the spectral reflectance of the leaf element. The
ratio rDjJaH^X) is assumed to be constant with respect to
wavelength for each biome. Thus given the canopy
transmittance at wavelength Ao, we can evaluate this variable
for wavelength A. Figure 3 shows spectral variation o f canopy
transmittance for uniform leaves evaluated with our canopy
radiation model and with equation (47). At a fixed
wavelength, t is a function o f canopy structure and Sun
position in the case o f the “black-soil problem,” and a
function o f canopy structure in the case o f the “5 problem.”
We store t at a fixed wavelength A<j in the LUT.

The canopy reflectance r is related to the absorptance and
transmittance via the energy conservation principle

r(A) = I - t(A) - a(A ). (48)

Thus given canopy transmittance and absorptance at a fixed
wavelength, we can obtain the canopy reflectance for any

wavelength. Figure 4 demonstrates an example of equation
(48).

The unique positive eigenvalue %, corresponding to the
unique positive eigenvector, can be estimated as {Knyazikhin
and Marshak, 1991]

%(A) = co(A)[I - exp(-/Q ], (49)

where AT is a coefficient which may depend on canopy
structure (i.e., biome type, LAI, ground cover, etc.) and Sun
position but not on wavelength or soil type. Its specification
depends on the parameter (absorptance or transmittance) and
type o f transport problem (“black-soil problem” or “5
problem”). The coefficient K, however, does not depend on
the transport problem and sun position, when it refers to
canopy absorptance. Figure 5 shows the coefficient K for the
“5 problem” and canopy absorptance as a function of LAI.
This coefficient is an element o f the LUT. Note that the
eigenvalue % depends on values o f spectral leaf albedo (45)
which, in turn, depends on wavelength. It allows us to
parameterize canopy absorptance, transmittance, and
reflectance in terms o f canopy structure. Sun position and leaf
albedo. _

6. Constraints on Look-Up Table Entries

In spite o f the diversity o f canopy reflectance models,
their direct use in an inversion algorithm is ineffective. In the
case o f forests, for example, the interaction o f photons with
the rough and rather thin surface of tree crowns and with the
ground in between the crowns are the most important factors
causing the observed variation in the directional reflectance
distribution. These phenomena are rarely captured by many
canopy reflectance models. As a result, these models are only
slightly sensitive to the within-canopy radiation regime. This
assertion is based on the fact that a rather wide family of
canopy radiation models are solutions to (13), including
models with a nonphysical internal source Fx (Appendix).
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Figure 2. Spectral variation o f fraction of absorbed radiation by vegetation for uniform (left) and planophile
(right) leaves evaluated with canopy radiation model (points) and from equation (46).
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F igure 3. Spectral variation canopy transmittance for uniform leaves evaluated with canopy radiation model
(points) and from equation (47) for LA I=I.l (left) and 4.1 (right).

Within such a model the sum o f radiation absorbed,
transmitted, and reflected by the canopy are not equal to the
radiation incident on the canopy. The function Fx is chosen
such that the model simulates the reflected radiation field
correctly, i.e., these models account for photon interactions
within a rather small domain o f the vegetation canopy. On the
other hand, it is the within-canopy radiation regime that is
very sensitive to the canopy structure and therefore to LAI.
The within-canopy radiation regime also determines the
amount o f solar energy absorbed by the vegetation. Ignoring
this phenomenology in canopy radiation models leads to a
large number o f nonphysical solutions when one inverts a
canopy reflectance model. Therefore (27) and (28) must be
transformed before they can be used in a retrieval algorithm.

Let us introduce the required weights

2 k *

wf(n) =

(50)

J w ’ ( n ) | / / | i n = i , (51)
2k*

With this notation, (28) can be rewritten as

r;i(n,no)

.h em //-, \ _ a. P q .e f f ( ^ )

rhem i hem,7=1 hem
bs.A bs.A “ bs A ’‘ bs,A bs,A

*"7,A ^ ^7.A ®7.A

(53)

(54)

Thus (52) is sensitive to both factors determining the
directional reflectance distribution o f plant canopies (the
weight Wbs.A) and to the within-canopy radiation regime
[ , ajjan, Equations (52)-(54) also allow the
formulation o f a test for the “eligibility” o f a canopy radiation
model to generate the LUT. First the weights vvbsAare
evaluated as a function o f Sun-view geometry, wavelength,
and LAI by using a field-tested canopy reflectance model.
Then with the same model, r'’™bs,A and ^ evaluated
from (53) and (54), and inserted into (52). A canopy radiation
model is “eligible” to generate the LUT file if (50) and (51)
are satisfied to within a given accuracy for any Sun-view
combination, wavelength, and LAI. We do not know of a

Unifonn leaves

( « o )

(52)

and from (30) and (31), the canopy reflectances r,;™)' and r , A
can be written as

0.4
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F igure 4. Spectral variation o f the DHR for uniform leaves
evaluated with canopy radiation model (points) and from
equation (48) for LAI= 1.1 and 4.1.
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F igure 5. Coefficient as a function o f LAI for canopy
absorptance.

canopy reflectance model which can pass the above test. That
is because there is no published model thus far which satisfies
the energy conservation law. Although a conservative
transport equation for a vegetation canopy has not yet been
formulated, solutions o f this equation satisfy properties
derived in a previous section. These properties can be used to
correct existing canopy radiation models for the “eligibility”
to generate the LUT. An algorithm to correct a canopy
radiation model is presented by Knyazikhin et al. [this issue]
which was used to generate the LUT for the MISR LAI/FPAR
retrieval algorithm.

It follows from (32) and (52) that the HDRF can be
represented as

(£2,£2o) = ) - rbfj )] •
(55)

For each pixel the MISR instrument provides the spectral
BHR and DHR. Therefore this expression is used to evaluate
the HDRF and BRF in the case o f MISR data, setting
retrieved /<['“" in (55). Equation (28) is used to evaluate the
BRF in the case o f MODIS data.

Thus the BHR described by (27) and the HDRF described
by (55) can be expressed in terms o f optical properties o f a
leaf and the energy conservation law, as well as in terms of
solutions o f the “black-soil problem” and “5 problem” at a
reference leaf albedo value o f coÎ xq). This facilitates com-
parison o f spectral values o f the BHR or HDRF with spectral
properties o f individual leaves, which is a rather stable char-
acteristic o f a green leaf. It also can be interpreted as “inclu-
sion o f additional information” into the algorithm, thus al-
lowing a significant reduction in the number o f retrieved so-
lutions. Canopy transmittances and absorptances, and coeffi-
cients p=I-exp(-X) where K is defined by (49) for the “black-
soil problem” and “5 problem” at a reference leaf albedo
value o f a as well as the weights (50) and (51) are precom-
puted and stored in the LUT. It allows the use o f the same

LUT for MODIS and MISR instruments. A detailed descrip-
tion o f such a LUT is presented by Diner et al. [1998b].

7. LAI Retrieval From MODIS and MISR Data

For each pixel the MODIS instrument can provide atmos-
phere-corrected BRF in one view direction and at seven bands
in the solar spectrum every day {Vermote et al., 1995]. The
MISR instrument covers the whole globe within 8 days. For
each pixel, it provides the HDRF, BHR, BRF, and DHR in
nine view directions and at four spectral bands o f solar spec-
trum [Diner et al., 1998a; Martonchik et al., 1998]. Thus
every 8 days, one has the set o f pixel reflectances correspond-
ing to 16 different Suri positions, 15 view angles, and at II
spectral bands. These canopy reflectances and Sun-view ge-
ometry are input for the algorithm. Note that this is the maxi-
mum amount o f information which may be available. In
reality, however, it may be less, e.g., because o f cloud cover
and performance o f preprocessing algorithms. Let ro,i(£2',£2'o)
be the BRF retrieved from MODIS data and r;i(Q,£2o)
^haii(Q^) gHR retrieved from MISR data.
Here Q ' and Q are the view MODIS and MISR directions, £2'o
and Qo are the directjon o f direct solar radiation during times
o f MODIS and MISR observations, and p, Adenote the center
o f the MODIS and MISR spectral bands, respectively. These
retrieved reflectances are the input for the algorithm which we
express in the vector-matrix form as

ro,^,. (^2[,O'o 1) ro p^(q.2,q.'ô 2) •••

''0,^2 ’^0.1) ro_ft(^2>^0,2) ■■■ (£28,£2o g)

^r;ii(£2i,£2o) r t2 (^ i.^ ^ o ) r;i3(£2i,£2o) r;i4(Q i,£2o)''

''ai ( ^ 2 > ^ o) rA2(^2>^o) rA3(^2>^o) r;i4 (^2>^o)

= k r ( i 2 o )
ĥem
U3 ( « o )

>hemÂ4

Here A=I, 2, ... ,7 and A™, m=I,2,3,4 are centers o f the
MODIS and MISR spectral bands listed in Table 2. We will
use ro.A(£2,£2o), a(£2,£2o), ^^"(^^ 0 ) . ^q, r(£2o), and
A *'“"(£2o) to denote modeled canopy reflectances (i.e.,
evaluated from equation (52) for MODIS and equations (55)
and (27) for MISR instruments) and ?[|a(£2,£2o) >

? a (£ 2 ,£ 2 o ) . ^"'™A(i2), r o , r(£2o), and 5^™(£2o) to d eno te

ob se r v a tio n s o f th e se variab les.

To establish relationships between measured surface re-
flectances and canopy structure, we introduce the space o f
canopy realization P. This space is represented by canopy
structural types o f global vegetation (biome), each represent-
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ing pattems o f the architecture o f an individual tree and the
entire canopy, and spectral leaf albedo (45) at MODIS and
,MISR bands. Each biome is characterized by ground cover g,
mean LAI o f an individual tree L, and pattern o f effective
ground reflectances (p\, pi, ..., p n ) in the MODIS and MISR
bands (section 2). The element p of this space is the vector
p^{b io , flJi. ofe, ... , £Oii, p\, pi, ... , p ii, L, g)- Here bio can
take six values only; one pattem (C0 |, fife, ... ,fi)n) o f the spec-
tral leaf albedo per biome. Ground cover, the LAI of
individual vegetation, and effective ground reflectance can
vary within given biome-dependent ranges (section 2). Thus
the space o f canopy realization is supposed to represent
pattems o f existing vegetation canopies. The set P is the sum
o f six biome-dependent subsets; that is.

6/0=1

The element o f Pbh is the vector (Pi, P2 , . . .,Pw , L, g).
For each biome type, the modeled reflectances Fg,

and ,4 ’’“"(Qq) are functions o f p . In order to
characterize the closeness between modeled and retrieved
reflectances, the following merit functions are introduced

S £ '^ o ( / ,7 )

^0 [ii). 0̂]= ------
CTo(/,y)

4 9

S £ v o ( / , ; )
:=1 7=1

4 9

/=! 7=1

/=1 O'.4(0

/= i

(56)

will result in values o f A^, A„ and Aj, o f the order of unity. In
terms o f these notations we formulate the inverse problem as
follows: given biome type, bio, and atmosphere corrected
canopy reflectances r g, r(Qo)> and 2 ’’“ '(Qq) find all pePwo
for which A(p)<h where A is a configurable threshold value
and

A(p) = A0[/-Q, ro ]+ Ar h G o ), r (Do )]+A , /(he 'n (ao),/((no)

Any pePbio for which A(p)<h must be considered a candidate
for a tme p . Let us introduce a set o f candidates for the
solution as

Q(L> Pbio) = {p e / ’i/o :L ^/q •g < and A(p) < h].

This set is subset o f Pbio and contains such p from Pbio for
which the leaf area index LAI=LAIo-g is less than a given
value L from the interval Zm„-g-max] and A(p)</j. The
set l2(/-max-g'max; Pbio) contains all p e Pbio for which a canopy
radiation model generates output comparable with measured
data.

In order to quantify acceptable candidates for the solution,
we introduce measures (distribution functions) defined on the
set Pbio as foWo'f/s [Knyazikhin et. al., this issue]. The subset
Pbio is represented as a sum of nonintersected subsets

^bio

N

- [ J Pbio.k >

k=\
Pbio.k n P<,io.j - 0 , k ^ j .

Let N{L;Pbio) be numbers o f subsets Pbio.k containing at least
one element from the set Q(,L;Pbio). As measures o f Q{L',Pbio),
we introduce biome specific function FbhiL) as

N{L-,Pbio)

IV—>oo ^ ( / -m a x ' gtnax>Pbio)
(57)

The subset Pbio>k specifies a set o f canopy realizations whose
range o f variation is “sufficiently small.” //(/.max'ginaxi/’wo) is
total number o f solutions o f A(p)<h; N{L;Pbio) is the number
o f these solutions when the leaf area index LAIo g is less then
a given value L in the interval [/.„/„ •§„/„, The
function (57) is the LAI conditional distribution function
provided pePbh andA(p)<h. Note that the function (57)
depends on L, a ''””x( (^ ) , 7 o, p ( ^ ) , and 5 '’™(£2o). The
value

'Ŝniax
h io = \ldFbioH )

The first and second functions characterize the closeness
between modeled BRFs and those obtained from MODIS and
MISR data. The third function compares modeled and
retrieved BHRs. Here V(^l,f) and v ^ l j ) take on the value I if
the BRF at wavelength f t and A/, in Sun-sensor directions
(Q'7 „Q'o7 ) and (Oy,Qo), exists, and zero otherwise; v^(/)=I if
the BHR at wavelength A/ exists, and 0 otherwise; Go, 0>, and
Ga are uncertainties in the BRFs and BHR retrievals. Thus the
merit functions are defined and normalized such that a model
which differs from the retrieved canopy reflectance values by
an amount equivalent or less than the retrieval uncertainty

is taken as solutions o f A(p)<h and the value

n̂itu’̂ niox
d L = ji^ b io - l fd F b io U ) (58)

Aiim’Suiiii
is taken as the characteristic o f the solution accuracy. Biome
type bio is expected to be derived from the MODIS land cover
product. Therefore the synergistic LAI/FPAR algorithm must
have interfaces with MODIS/MISR reflectances product and
the MODIS land cover product. If the inverse problem has no
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solutions (i.e., Fi,o=0), we assign a default value to (58) and a
backup algorithm is triggered to estimate LAI using
vegetation indices [Myneni et a l , 1997b]. Plate 1
demonstrates an example o f prototyping o f the LAI/FPAR
algorithm with atmospherically corrected SeaWiFS (sea-
viewing wide fleld-of-view sensor) data. The functions and
V.4 were set to zero.

Given r o, r o(̂ 2o)> ^ (^^o), it may be the case that
LAI algorithm admits a number o f solutions, covering a wide
range o f LAI values. When this happens, the retrieved reflec-
tances are said to belong to the saturation domain [Knyazikhin
et. a l , this issue], being insensitive to the various parameter
values o f Under this condition, the function (57), which
describes the number o f times a solution has a particular LAI
value, will appear flat over the range o f LAI, illustrating that
the solutions all have equal probability o f occurrence. Here
we skip a description o f this situation and how this situation
can be quantified. For details o f these results as well as a
precise mathematical investigation o f this approach and some
numerical examples illustrating its various aspects, the reader
is referred to [Knyazikhin et. a l , this issue].

8. Description of Synergistic FPAR Retrieval
It follows from (29) and (32) that the fractional amount of

incident photosynthetically active radiation (PAR) absorbed
by the vegetation canopy (FPAR) can be evaluated as

700nm

FPAR(/>/o, p ) = J (Q o )e(A) dX
400nm

= Qbs (I’io, LAl,Q .o) + Qq (bio, p , Qq ) . (59)

where

700nm

gbs (b io ,L A I ,n o ) = J (^^0 d X , (60)
400nm

Q q(b io ,p ,n .o )
700nm

400nm

700nm s

= J t f e " ^ ^0 ) - fbU (^ 0 ) k ^ ) d X . (62)

e(X) =
700nm

J E o ,x e f '^ (n o )d X

where the solar irradiance spectrum that is known for
all wavelengths; is the normalized incident irradiance
defined as the ratio o f the radiant incident on the surface to
Eo,x [Diner et a l , 1998a]. The mean over thosepePbig which
passed the test A (p )^ is taken as the estimate o f FPAR, i.e.,

1 ^
FPAR*,., = — 2 FPAR(6w, p ) ,

k=\

where Np is the number o f canopy realizations p e Pb,o passing
this test. When there is no solution (i.e., Fbh^O), the algorithm
defaults to a NDVI-FPAR regression analysis to obtain an
estimate o f FPAR [Myneni e t a l 1997b].

The normalized incident irradiance and the BHR are pro-
vided by the MISR instrument at three spectral bands within
the PAR region. We assume a piece-wise linear variation in
these variables over regions [446, 558 nm], [558, 672 nm],
and a constant over regions [400, 446 nm], [672, 700 nm].
Substituting these piece-wise linear functions into (59) and
(62), one can express FPAR as a function o f and A
[Diner et a l , 1998a]. Note that the dependence o f FPAR on
ground reflection properties is included in which is
provided by the MISR instrument; that is, expression (59) is a
function o f the biome type, Sun position, ground cover, mean
leaf area index o f an individual plant, and retrieved BHR.

If only MODIS observations are available for a given
pixel or the MODIS-only mode is executed, e(X) is
approximated by

e(X) =
Ej^(52000K)

700nm

j £ : ; i (5 2 0 0 0 K )

400nm

400nm ^

The Qbs term describes the absorption within the canopy for a
black-soil condition, and term describes the additional
absorption within the canopy due to the interaction between
the ground (soil and/or understory) and the canopy. Here
pePbio', e is the ratio o f the monochromatic flux incident at the
top surface o f the canopy boundary to the total downward
PAR flux which can be expressed as

400nm

where E;J[T) is the Planck function [Kondratyev, 1969, p.
230]. In this case, the Qf term is a function o f the biome type.
Sun position, ground cover, mean leaf area index o f an indi-
vidual plant, and pattem o f the effective ground reflectance.
Expression (61) is used to evaluate this term. The gbs ^ d g^
terms are precomputed and stored in the look-up table.

9. Theoretical Basis of NDVI-FPAR Relations
The measured spectral reflectance data are usually

compressed into vegetation indexes. More than a dozen such
indexes are reported in the literature and shown to correlate
well with vegetation amount [Tucker, 1979], the fraction o f
absorbed photosynthetically active radiation [Asrar et a l ,
1984], unstressed vegetation conductance and photosynthetic
capacity [Sellers et a l , 1992], and seasonal atmospheric
carbon dioxide variations [Tucker et a l , 1986]. There are
some theoretical investigations to explain these empirical
regularities [Vygodskaya and Gorshkova, 1987; Myneni e ta l ,
1995a; Verstraete and Pinty, 1996]. Results from the previous
section allow us to relate the vegetation indexes to the
fundamental physical principle, i.e., the law of energy
conservation. Here we consider the normalized difference
vegetation index (NDVI) whose use is included in the
LAI/FPAR retrieval algorithm.
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Let us consider NDVI defined as

4hem 4hem

NDVI =
jh em I ^hem
a ^

(63)

where is the BHR or DHR, and a and P are near-IR
and red spectral wavebands, respectively. These variables are
a function o f Sun position but this dependence has been
suppressed in the notation o f this section. For the sake of
simplicity, we consider the NDVI for the “black-soil”
problem and “S problem.” It follows from equations (48),
(47), and (46) that equation (63) can be rewritten as

NDVI = k i a , p ) u ( p ) - m ( a , p ) m
2 r(p ) + k (a , p )a {p ) - m(a, p ) t (p ) ’

(64)

where

k ( a ,p ) = l - I-(Oja)
i - r o , a ( « ) ' i - ® ( i 3 ) ’

. ^ -Y o A P ) ,

l - r o . t ( a )

Here /q,. and %,t are defined by equation (49) with K=K^ (for
canopy absorptance) and K=Kt (for canopy transmittance),
respectively. Here the ratio between the leaf spectral
reflectance and the leaf albedo is assumed to be constant with
respect to wavelength, and so it is excluded from the
argument list o f t. After simple transformations, one obtains

NDVI = a(j8 )-0 (s t,^ ,^ ,,^ ) ,

where the function 9 has the following form

k(a, P) - m(a, P) ■X
s (x ,y ) =

2y + k(a, P ) - m (a, P ) x ’

t ip )
<P)

riP)

Thus NDVI is proportional to the canopy absorptance at the
red band. It follows from Eqs. (46) and (64) that

l - r o , a ( ^ ) l - o (A )
a(A) = , -■■■■ — - ~ i ( P )

l - y o ,a (^ ) l -< » ( i8 )

^ - Y oa p ) 1-£o(A) NDVI

l - r o . a ( ^ ) l - ® ( i S ) 0iSt_i3,S,i3)

Let e(X) be the ratio o f monochromatic radiant energy
incident on the top surface o f the canopy boundary to the total
PAR flux. Integrating e a over the PAR region o f solar
spectrum, we get

FPAR=A: NDV I,

where

k = i - Y o A P )
) ^-o)(P)

700

J
400

1- wjX)

i-y o ,a (A )
e(X)dX

Thus if the canopy ground is ideally black, FPAR is
proportional to NDVI. The factor o f proportionality k depends
on the ratios and the coefficients K, and and the
leaf albedo at the red and near-IR spectral bands. A
relationship between NDVI and FPAR which accounts for the
soil contribution can be derived from equation (27) in a
similar manner. Other types o f vegetation indexes can be
derived in an analogous way.

10. Concluding Remarks

This paper presents the theoretical basis o f the algorithm
designed for the retrieval o f LAI and FPAR synergistically
from MODIS and MISR data. A three-dimensional
formulation o f the radiative transfer process is used to derive
simple but correct relationships between spectral and angular
biome-speciflc signatures o f vegetation canopies and the
structural and optical characteristics o f the vegetation
canopies. However, these relationships are not directly used
to obtain the best fit with measured spectral and angular
canopy reflectances. Accounting for features specific to the
problem o f radiative transfer in plant canopies, we adopt
powerful techniques developed in nuclear reactor theory and
atmospheric physics in the retrieval algorithm. This technique
allows us to explicitly separate the contribution of
soil/understory reflectance to the exitant radiation field, to
relate hemispherically integrated reflectances to optical
properties o f phytoelements and to split the complicated
radiative transfer problem into several independent simpler
subproblems, the solutions o f which are precomputed and
stored in a form o f look-up table, and then used to retrieve
LAI and FPAR. The solutions o f the subproblems are
components o f various forms o f energy conservation principle
(e.g., canopy transmittance and absorptance o f a vegetation
canopy bounded by vacuum on all sides). They are
determined from general properties o f radiative transfer and
are independent o f the models used to generate the LUT. Thus
we express the angular and spectral signatures of vegetation
canopies in terms o f the energy conservation principle. It
allows the design o f an algorithm that returns values o f LAI
and FPAR which provide the best agreement not only to
measured data but which also conform to the energy
conservation law. Since the algorithm interacts only with the
elements o f the LUT, its functioning does not depend on any
particular canopy radiation model. This flexible feature allows
the use o f the best canopy radiation models for the generation
o f the LUT.

Appendix

A rather wide family o f canopy radiation models include
the following steps in their formulation:

1. The attenuation o f direct and diffuse incident radiation
Lx,o is evaluated. It satisfies the equation

a . VI;i,o ( ^ m x . o (g ^2) = 0 (A l)

and boundary conditions (I4)-(16). The solution o f this
boundary value problem can be explicitly expressed in many
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practical cases. Here a is the total interaction cross section
defined as

(A2)

2. The upward once-scattered radiation Z,;^ is evaluated. It
satisfies the equation

12 • VL;i I ( r , 12) -I- cr, (r, 0.)Lx^ (r, Q.)

= - (r, 12' ^ I2)L;i 0 (A3)
K J

Ak

and the vacuum boundary condition; that is,

Z,;̂ 1 (r , 12) = 0 , r& 5 V , Q » n , . < 0 ,

where n^ is the outward normal at point reSV . The total
interaction cross-section G\ is defined as

a I(r, Q ) = p{r, a , I2q )G(r,Q)(« l (^))bio . (A4)

where p is the bidirectional gap probability (section 2). This
boundary value problem allows for an explicit solution in
many practical situations.

3. The multiply scattered radiance is evaluated by solving
the transport equation

^ C''. Q )L^yi {r, Q)

(“ lC''))
K J

(AS)

4n

with the boundary conditions expressed by

^a,m ('/ .^ ^ ) = 0> I 2 « n , < 0 ,

Z-A.M(fi ’ ^ J (^'> «)^A.M ( n . i 2 ') |n ' . n , |rfI2'
£i'»n/>0

+ 1 J (12', I2)L;i,, (r ,, Q ')|I2' . n ,1̂ZI2',
n'*n/>0

r-] e 5Ki ,Q • n I < 0,

Â.M(̂ b.ii) = ^ J b̂,A(ii',mXM (r-b.^ ' p ' • nbP

+ 1 j Z?b,A(«',m x ,\ (^b >̂ P • n bP ,
£l'»nj>0

Af, 6 5K(,,i2»nb <0 .

The monochromatic radiance is given in such models as

L;i (r, 12) = L;i,o (r, 12) + , (r, Q) + (r, 12). (A6)

There may be some differences in formulations o f the
subproblems I, 2, and 3. However, all such models have one
property in common: the original total interaction cross-
section (A2) is replaced by another coefficient (A4) when one

evaluates the distribution of the single-scattered radiation
field. This trick allows the inclusion o f the hot spot effect into
canopy radiation models.

Equation (A3) can be rewritten in an equivalent form as

Q • VL;i,i (r, Q) + a (r , Q)Z,;i,i (r, 12)

fr;i(r ,I2 '^ I2 )L ;i,o ( /- ,I2 ')rfI2 '
7T J

4k

+ [cT(r,I2)-tT,(A-,I2)]Z;i,, , (A7)

It follows from summarizing Eqs. (A I), (A5), and (A7) that
the radiance (A6) satisfies equation (13) with F defined as

F ^ ( r ,n ) = [a ( r ,n ) -G i( r ,n ) ]L ^ ^ ,

and boundary conditions expressed by Eqs. (14)-(I6). Thus
such models describe radiation regime in a vegetation canopy
generated by incoming radiation and an internal source Fx-
This source appears due to the changes in the extinction
coefficient when one tries to account for the hot spot effect.
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